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Growth brings change - but ABF‘s philosophy has always been the same:

Complete solutions from one source

Since the foundation of ABF in 1988, we have followed 
the philosophy of „complete solutions from one source“ 
and after 30 years we can look back on a successful 

company history with well over 150 implemented solutions for 
our numerous satisfied customers in Austria, Europe and the 
whole world.

We serve all areas of automation in industry and warehouse 
logistics. Examples are control technology and data acquisi-
tion, process and production control technology as well as the 
integration of IT infrastructure.

However, this folder is dedicated to the presentation of the in-
novation in warehouse logistics – the IoT intralogistics suite 
OneBase®MFT.

It‘s designed to show you that our solution can make it easy to 
get control of your warehouse. No matter if you think in terms 
of tons, cubic meters, pallets, packages, slabs or coils. 

Requirement analysis Software Hardware Assembly Engineering Commissioning DoCumentation Maintenance & Service

FROM ONE SOURCE

For us, it is also irrelevant whether the manipulation is car-
ried out by industrial trucks or cranes or whether your goods 
are stored in block or rack storage – because the processes 
around storage, retrieval and transfer always run similarly. 
Our standard solution can be used in any way and is flexibly 
expandable thanks to its modularity.

Many suppliers deliver partial solutions and the customer 
has to deal with countless interfaces of the individual sys-
tems. We at ABF, however, accompany you with our highly 
qualified team throughout the entire project and beyond. Be-
nefit from our philosophy when automating your production 
and intralogistics – complete solutions from one source!

Gustav Buchberger, CEO



IN YOUR HAND.

Internationally successful

T o make our international customers fit for Industry 4.0, 
we have been supplying solutions for the digital trans-
formation of production and intralogistics for many 

years. In doing so, we always pay attention to the use of the 
latest technologies so that we can offer our customers sus- 
tainable and customized solutions.

More than ever, in the age of IoT, Edge Computing, Big Data 
and Digital Twin, our vision „automation builds future“ applies.

To meet this need, we offer customized individual solutions 
in addition to our standard modules (production control sys-
tems, control and material flow systems).

ABF‘s IoT intralogistics solutions have proven themselves 
internationally in numerous projects in Austria, Germany, 
Spain, Mexico and Brazil.



OneBase®MFT

IntralogistiCs Suite

Warehouse Manager
The OneBase®MFT brain  

 generates transports on the 
basis of customised 
comprehensive rules

OneBase®MFT is the most advanced 3D transport guidance system 
available today. Why should you settle for anything less?

Flexible

Optimized

Safe

	Mounting on different means of transport possible
	Mixed fleet operation (forklift, crane, tugger, stacker crane) 
	Commissioning of manned or driverless transport systems (AGV)
	Use „stand-alone“ with OneBase®MFT Warehouse Manager or with existing WMS 
 (SAP WM, SAP EWM, ...)

	3D visualization at the means of transport terminal as well as at the control station and office PC
	Dynamic storage location management 
	Targeted and optimized transport order control

	Increased safety through flexible and area-dependent speed limits
	Protection through collision warning

Forklift Guidance System
Material flow control through 

commissioned FFZ transports 
incl.  3D navigation in the cockpit 

of the industrial trucks 

Crane Guidance System
Material flow control through 

commissioned crane transports 
incl. 3D navigation for manually 

controlled cranes

Desktop
3D view of the warehouse with
transport equipment manage- 
ment and management of

transport orders

Configurator
Stock configuration and
adjustments for short-term

changes made easy

Management Cockpit
KPIs and performance
measurement on all mobile

devices

OneBase®MFT ...



OneBase®MFT is the most advanced 3D transport guidance system 
available today. Why should you settle for anything less?

	Mounting on different means of transport possible
	Mixed fleet operation (forklift, crane, tugger, stacker crane) 
	Commissioning of manned or driverless transport systems (AGV)
	Use „stand-alone“ with OneBase®MFT Warehouse Manager or with existing WMS 
 (SAP WM, SAP EWM, ...)

Configurator
Stock configuration and
adjustments for short-term

changes made easy

... YOUR INTRALOGISTICS BOOST.

100%
FINDING

100%
TRANSPARENCY

0%
SEARCHING

100%
PAPERLESS

-90%
SCANNING

-30%
COSTS

OneBase®MFT – the IoT Material Flow Tracking 
solution is an innovative warehouse solution 
with a transport guidance system based on a 
laser real-time location system (RTLS), which 
determines the exact position of the means of 
transport free of additional infrastructure.

Why is the ABF solution lot more efficient than 
a simple and conventional warehouse manage-
ment system that only uses barcode scanners?

Don‘t search and scan, know exactly where 
the goods are!  
This concept provides 100% transparency and 
reduces warehousing costs up to 30%.

In comparison to a conventional barcode scan-
ning solution,  OneBase®MFT uses the entire 
potential of your intralogistics. Without an intel-
ligent RTLS solution, your intralogistics produc-
tivity is lost to scanning and searching.

… NO MORE SCANNING
        Scanless, hands-free

… BEING SAFE 
Integrated vehicle collision warning system

… KNOWING WHERE GOODS ARE 
        Continuous tracking

... KNOWING HOW GOODS ARE TRANSPORTED
       State-of-the-art 3D transport guidance system

… HAVING THE CONTROL
       Constant possibility of interaction with transport operators

… BEING FASTER 
     Avoid search and scan times through position detection

… BEING INDEPENDENT 
Use „stand-alone“ or with leading IT system (SAP WM, SAP EWM, ...)

… BEING FLEXIBLE
        Installation on all industrial trucks and cranes



 

Time Saving
Any non-value-added activity needs time that could be inves-
ted in value-adding activities. Take the step with ABF and ex-
perience how scanning, searching and assigning tasks with 
OneBase®MFT are a thing of the past.

Standardisation as a result of
process transparency

Standardisation is a prerequisite for the transition to the digi-
tal age. The inventory and analysis of the current processes 
in the warehouse as well as the definition of ideal processes 
is very easy with the support of OneBase®MFT.

Increased Capacity
Incorporating forecast data, reduced manipulation areas and 
intelligent, chaotic storage, taking into account storage and 
retrieval strategies has the potential to increase storage ca-
pacity.

EFFICIENCY HAS MANY DIMENSIONS,

Logistics Manager Daniel:

„Logisticians struggle daily to get a grip 
on their warehouse. Often they try to 
gain an overview and control processes 
with individual solutions. 

However, the full potential of a warehouse 
can only be exploited through a higher-level control of intra-
logistics.”



 

One Communication Network
Warehouse tours are important. However, multiple ware-
house rounds per shift, just to deliver information, are com-
pletely unnecessary. With OneBase®MFT, all employees are 
networked with each other and intralogistics can be con- 
trolled digitally. Paperless.

100% Stock Reliability
For many years, logistics managers have been developing im-
provised solutions to answer a trivial question: „What‘s in the 
warehouse and where can I find it?“

With OneBase®MFT this question is obsolete. A few clicks are 
enough and the entire warehouse is visualized. Real time. In 3D. 

Clear Division of Responsibilities
Agreements between forklift / crane operators at a simulta-
neous loading process, calls to deliver supplies and unnec-
essary movements to explore the location are things of the 
past. OneBase®MFT automatically generates transportation 
orders and instantly displays them in the optimum sequence 
at the terminal in the means of transport. Increased efficien-
cy is guaranteed!

OneBase®MFT INCREASES THEM ALL!

Increased Capacity
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Networked intralogistics in the Internet of Things

State of the art control systems for production and intralogis-
tics are based on the most accurate possible representation of 
the real operational environment in the virtual world.

A modern IoT concept with continuous networking of all sen-
sors, actuators and smart devices turns this virtual image into 
a „living“ digital twin.

The real-time behaviour of this digital twin of production and 
intralogistics with a permanent recording of all factors and pa-
rameters places the highest demands on the IoT system basis 

in terms of networking and communication of smart devices 
and edge nodes.

The edge nodes are used to integrate conventional sensors as 
well as actuators and preprocess them for performance pur-
poses.

The intralogistics solution OneBase®MFT is based on our 
communication and edge computing platform OneBase® 

CoRE. This represents the IoT enabler for all solutions from 
ABF.

The IoT Material Flow Tracking Solution



WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT

Our intralogistics solution OneBase®MFT integrates a high-
performance warehouse management system (WMS) with 
continuous material tracking and fully automated, situa-
tion-adaptive material flow control for in-house logistics 
processes. 

The OneBase®MFT Warehouse Manager allows to track 
and control different types of forklifts, cranes, tractors 

and tugger trains. This optimizes intralogistics in manual, 
but also automatic block and rack warehouses.  

By means of automatically booked material movements, 
the goods are tracked through the warehouse without 
gaps. In addition, all transports are processed in an opti-
mized manner with the help of transport orders. This en- 
sures complete transparency in your warehouse at all times.

Complete solution for warehouse & production logistics

Selection of 
transport resources

	Working area  
	Loading capacity
	Capacity utilisation

Features

COMPREHENSIVE RULES

Material selection

	Unlocked 
	Stack position
	FIFO (the oldest)
	Shortest distance

Features

Target location

	Varietal 
	Scrap/no scrap
	Closeness to 
 pre-camp
	Next production 
 step

Features

Driving job
at means of 

transport

Input Characteristics
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Transport
request

Storage place

	Position 
	Dimension
	Capacity

Features

Means of transport

	Coordinates 
	Type
	Transport route
	Max. load capacity

Features

Transport goods

	ID 
	Dimension
	Weight

Features

Warehouse Manager



THE INTELLIGENT FORKLIFT

Forklift control system independent of manufacturer

1

2

3

4

Real-Time Locating System (RTLS)
for the localisation of the industrial truck

	Laser (50 m/80 m reach, in- & outdoor)
	D-GPS (outdoor) 
	Radar (indoor)

Smart Sensors
for automatic material tracking

	Height sensor for all truck lift heights
	Ultrasonic sensor, oil pressure sensor

ABF Edge Node
for sensor fusion and preprocessing

	Energy Management
	Optimized maintenance

3D Forklift Guidance System
for displaying transport orders and for interaction

Industrial touch terminal 10“ or 12“

4 components that make the certain difference

Smart Sensors

RTLS ABF Edge Node

3D Forklift Guidance System



Real-Time Locating System (RTLS) Hardware and Sensors

OneBase®MFT FORKLIFT GUIDANCE SYSTEM

our partners

Route optimization of the means of transport Source and destination marker

Situation-adaptive motion task prioritization Collision warning in all warehouse types

With the OneBase®MFT forklift control system, all material 
handling in the warehouse is transparent and priority-controlled. 
 
Material is picked up and discharged fully automatically with-
out additional barcode scans. The existing forklift fleet is 
equipped with additional hardware (see picture on the left). 
All upcoming transport orders are displayed on the forklift ter-

minal optimized according to the current situation. This enables 
an efficient processing of all transfer requirements in the 
warehouse.   
 
The advantages of a driverless transport system combined 
with the flexibility and speed of a manned forklift – that is the 
forklift control system of OneBase®MFT.



THE INTELLIGENT CRANE

high-Efficiency crane guidance system

1 Real-Time Locating System (RTLS)
to locate the crane

	Radar Technology
	Laser

2 Smart Sensors
for automatic material tracking

	Weight determination
	Lifting height, rotation, etc.

Equipment for manual and fully automatic cranes

ABF Edge Node

Smart Sensors

RTLS

3 ABF Edge Node
for sensor fusion and preprocessing

	Integration of the crane control

4 3D Crane Guidance System
for visualization of transport orders and interaction

	Industrial touch terminal in 12“ or 15“

3D Crane Guidance System



high-Efficiency crane guidance system

Crane Tracking Hardware and Sensors

our partners

Integration of related systems and conveyor technology Warehouse management in a fully automated coil warehouse

Crane guidance system (manual crane) Monitoring and order control in the office

With the OneBase®MFT crane guidance system, the entire 
material handling in the warehouse is carried out transpar-
ently and priority-controlled – whether it involves transport 
orders for manually operated or fully automatic cranes. 
  
In the case of manual cranes, material is picked up and dis-
charged in the same way as with the forklift guidance system, 
tracked fully automatically without additional barcode scans. 
The existing cranes are equipped with additional hard-

ware for this purpose (see figure on the left). Transport 
orders are generated by the crane control system, which 
are then displayed on the crane terminal and carried out 
by manual crane control of an operator.  
 
For the management of fully automated warehouses, the input of 
transport orders is done in the same way as for manual cranes. 
Nevertheless, the request to carry out the transport is not only dis- 
played, but also forwarded to the crane control system (PLC). 

OneBase®MFT CRANE GUIDANCE SYSTEM



GOOD PROJECTS ... 

Our projects

Forklift control system and warehouse 
management with SAP interface

Transport control system 
in the Slab storage

Forklift control system for
SAP WM high bay warehouse

Crane storage logistics
in the heavy plate mill

Forklift and crane logistics
in the wire rolling mill

Automatic crane bearing
for glue laminated beams



... LIVE FROM GOOD IDEAS.

Our services

Our employees at ABF have many years of process ex-
perience combined with the latest IT know-how. No mat-
ter to which industry your business belongs – we have 
the solution for your requirements for the automation of 
production and intralogistics.

Our services range from the integration of sensor and 
control technology, installation of computer systems 
and networks to complete solutions in the areas of pro-
duction control technology, material flow, intralogistics 
and MES systems as well as their integration into the 
corporate IT.

Control technology
Control, measurement and regulation

Process and production 
control engineering

Engineering  Programming  Assembly
Commissioning  Support

MES  MDE  BDE
QDE  KPI  Control station

Warehouse and 
transport logistics

Warehouse managementMeans of transport 
localizationMaterial tracking  Material flow control

IT infrastructure 
networks, databases

Consulting  Design  Delivery service
Commissioning and start-up  Maintenance



A software product by

www.abf.at

ABF GmbH
Deggendorfstraße 6 | 4030 Linz | AT
+43 732 30 40 30 | office@abf.at
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